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In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, Sams Teach Yourself NoSQL
with MongoDB in 24 Hours helps you build fast, efficient big-data
and real-time database solutionseven if you have no experience with

NoSQL.

This books step-by-step approach shows you how to design,
implement, and optimize NoSQL databases, store and manage data,
and handle advanced tasks such as sharding and replication. Every
lesson builds on what youve already learned, giving you a solid

foundation for leveraging MongoDBs power.

Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the most
common NoSQL development tasks using MongoDB.

Practical, hands-on examples show you how to apply what you
learn.

Quizzes and exercises help you test your knowledge and stretch
your skills.

Notes and tips point out shortcuts and solutions.

 



Learn how to...

· Determine when to use NoSQL, and when to use a traditional
RDBMS

· Understand essential MongoDB data structures and design
concepts

· Install and configure MongoDB

· Choose the right NoSQL distribution model for your
application

· Plan and implement MongoDB databases of diverse types
and sizes

· Design MongoDB data models, including collections and
indexes

· Create new databases, collections, and indexes

· Master each leading method for storing, finding, and
retrieving MongoDB data

· Interact with data via PHP, Python, Java, and
Node.js/Mongoose

· Balance consistency, performance, and durability

· Administer, monitor, validate, secure, back up, and repair
MongoDB databases

· Master advanced techniques such as sharding and replication

· Implement the GridFS Store to efficiently store and retrieve
large data files

· Evaluate queries for optimal performance

· Find and diagnose problems with collections and databases
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